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Accurate event timing made easy ... and affordable.



We know the active sports industry inside and 

out—and we’re passionate about improving it.

That’s why we’ve turned a high-tech, innovative timing and  

tracking system into a low-cost, simple solution that makes  

electronic timing possible for organizations and events of any size. 

From running clubs and health clubs to schools and park districts— 

IPICO Sports is changing the way the world views sports.



YOUR ADVANTAGE

Developed by a team with an extensive background in running events, club  
management, and results scoring, IPICO Sports’ turnkey event timing solutions  
are the ideal choice for running clubs and events.

Accuracy
The dual frequency technology used by IPICO Sports offers improved performance 
over traditional low-frequency timing systems. The high read-range and robust  
anti-collision mechanism allow successful timing locations for events with the  
most demanding environmental conditions and high densities of participants. 

Ease of use
Our systems are extremely compact and lightweight. They can be set up in a  
few minutes, while event data can be seamlessly imported in leading scoring  
applications. IPICO Sports’ soft, anti-slip, antenna mats come with zipper bags  
for convenient transportation and storage.

Scalability
Additional equipment can be purchased from IPICO Sports in order to provide more 
timing locations, such as start line and splits, or to extend the size of the finish line 
for larger events. Available ankle tags make it possible to use the system for triathlon 
and other multisport events

Affordability   
IPICO Sports’ products are competitively priced, so clubs and other organizations 
can own a complete timing system and provide their members with personal tags 
that can be used at all the events timed with the IPICO Sports system.



OUR SYSTEmS

The Elite System
The Elite System is based on the Elite Reader, 
which connects to four 2.4m-wide antenna  
mats. With one reader it is possible to arrange a  
4m-wide timing location (two lines of two mats) 
or a 2m-wide timing location (four lines of one 
mat). More readers can then be combined in order 
to arrange a larger timing location (8m or more).  
The Elite Reader weighs only 40 pounds and  
has an internal battery that can last for up to  
four hours. The reader can also be connected  
to external batteries or generators. The  
antenna mats are flexible and can be rolled and  
transported in the included shoulder strap bag. 

The Lite System
The Lite System is based on the Lite Reader, which 
drives two mats (for a 2m-wide timing location) 
and is suitable for small events (hundreds of  
participants), race splits, or training sessions. 
The Lite Reader is smaller and lighter (about 20 
pounds) than the Elite Reader. Data can be  
collected either through Ethernet connection or 
by plugging a flash drive in the Elite Reader’s USB 
port. Antenna mats used with the Lite Reader are 
the same as those used with the Elite Reader.



The tags
All of our systems work with IPICO Sports 
Shoe Tags and Multi-sport Tags. The Shoe 
Tag is small and lightweight and can be 
weaved into shoe laces or attached to 
them with zip or twist ties. Shoe Tags  
feature customizable graphics.  
Multi-sport Tags can be worn on the  
ankle for multisport and cycling events. 

IPICO Sports provides a USB desktop 
reader that can be used to scan tags from a PC and quickly identify the participant. 
This platform makes it possible to assign personal tags to each participant, eliminating 
the need to assign tags for each event and collect them at the end of the race.

IPICO SPORTS 
DELIVERS

Simple affordable solutions

Faster and easier access

Reliable, accurate data

Industry expertise

Global product support

IPICO Sports gives you new opportunities to use electronic timing equipment—

equipment that can truly help your organization produce better events. For further 

information and pricing details, or to find out where you can see IPICO Sports in 

action, please contact: 

IPICO Sports  |  www.ipicosports.com  |  sales@ipicosports.com  |  309-672-6442




